The Department of Visual Studies offers degree programs in Art History, Art and Art History, Cinema Studies, Visual Culture, and Visual Culture and Communication. The Department of Visual Studies is also home of the award-winning Blackwood Gallery.
A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

We live in a interconnected world that is overflowing with images and where visual literacy has become of critical importance in our daily lives. The Department of Visual Studies (DVS) offers a range of programs that cultivate visual literacy through the study of the history, theory, and practice of art, film, and visual culture. Whether looking at an artistic masterpiece, a cult film, or the visual culture of the shopping mall, we are committed to understanding the meaning and the power of images and their impact on our lives and communities.

We are pleased to offer undergraduate programs in Art History (Specialist, Major, Minor), Art and Art History (Specialist, Major), Cinema Studies (Minor), Visual Culture (Minor), and Visual Culture and Communication (Specialist). In the Department, students can study with faculty members who are internationally recognized for their research and scholarship. The DVS is also the home of the award-winning Blackwood Gallery, which hosts student exhibitions as well as curated and international travelling exhibitions.

Please peruse our website (http://www.utm.utoronto.ca/dvs/) as well as this brochure. We hope you will consider our course and program offerings, and we invite you to participate in our events!

Jill Caskey
Associate Professor and Chair
Department of Visual Studies

PROGRAMS

ART AND ART HISTORY
Art and Art History offers students a combination of the academic study of Art History at UTM with studio courses at Sheridan College. (Specialist or Major)

ART HISTORY
Art History offers students an exciting forum for developing critical skills in interpreting visual imagery and understanding the significance of art in a variety of cultures and historical periods including the contemporary moment. (Specialist, Major, or Minor)

VISUAL CULTURE
The Visual Culture program takes a historical and theoretical approach to understanding the meaning and power of images in everyday life. (Minor)

VISUAL CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION
The Visual Culture and Communication Program prepares students to take an active and informed role in shaping 21st-century visual culture through a combination of academic study at UTM and digital media and communication courses at Sheridan College. (Specialist)

CINEMA STUDIES
Cinema Studies offers students interested in film the opportunity to develop a focused area of study in this popular and global art form and uniquely modern means of communication. (Minor)

BLACKWOOD GALLERY
The Blackwood Gallery is a centre for the presentation and the dissemination of contemporary art and new media. The Gallery presents curated exhibitions featuring the work of local, national, and international professional artists. There are approximately five exhibitions presented each year, including off-site exhibitions, and graduating students shows every March. In addition to its exhibition schedule, the Blackwood presents a number of special projects, including publications, public lectures, symposia, and conferences.

The main space of the Gallery is located in room 140 of the Kaneff Centre. The Blackwood has an additional exhibition space, the e|gallery, on the ground floor of the Communication, Culture, and Technology Building (CCT). The Blackwood also programs the Bernie Miller Lightbox on the outside of the South Building.

For more information about events and exhibitions at the Blackwood Gallery, please consult the website: http://www.blackwoodgallery.ca/